Athed $1500 for problems identified by students. "I said," he said. "It was worth the investment we put into it." Libby said, "The Whitehead Institute should distribute its own edition."

The MIT faculty decided last year to allow only joint faculty-level appointments with MIT at the biology research lab, he recalled. Those appointed would then be required to teach at MIT. The Whitehead Institute and the Department of Biology are searching for four junior faculty members, Baltimore said. All appointments to the senior faculty have been made.

The Whitehead Institute will participate in the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program and hold seminars in microbiology, Baltimore said. It has petitioned the Internal Revenue Service to change its status from an operating foundation to an educational institution.

Approximately 100 faculty members attended the meeting. Michael P. Wirt '84, who as Undergraduate Association president granted speaking privileges, faculty meetings, was absent on Wednesday's meeting.

Student activities, administrative offices, academic departments, and other groups—both on and off the MIT campus—can list meetings, activities, and other announcements in the "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and double spaced) via Institute mail to "News Notes, The Tech, room W20-483," or via U.S. mail to "News Notes, The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit all listings, and makes no endorsement of groups or activities listed.

Nearly 10,000 bottles of Grolsch—the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland." 6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways to show your class what class is all about.
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